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Abstract

Interconnection architectures for hierarchical monitoring communication in parallel
SoC (System-on-Chip) platforms are explored. Hierarchical agent monitoring design
paradigm is an efficient and scalable approach for the design of parallel embedded
systems. Between distributed agents on different levels, monitoring communication
is required to exchange information, which forms a prioritized traffic class over
data traffic. The paper explains the common monitoring operations in SoCs, and
categorizes them into different types of functionality and various granularities. Re-
quirements for on-chip interconnections to support the monitoring communication
are outlined. Baseline architecture with best-effort service, TDMA (time division
multiple access) and two types of physically separate interconnections are discussed
and compared, both theoretically and quantitatively on a NoC (Network-on-chip)-
based platform. The simulation uses power estimation of 65nm technology and NoC
microbenchmarks as traffic traces. The evaluation points out the benefits and issues
of each interconnection alternative. In particular, hierarchical monitoring networks
are the most suitable alternative, which decouple the monitoring communication
from data traffic, provide the highest energy efficiency with simple switching, and
enable flexible reconfiguration to tradeoff power and performance.

Key words: Hierarchical Monitoring Services; Network-on-Chip; Interconnection
Architectures; Quality-of-Service

1 Introduction

Constant transistor scaling enables the integration and implementation of in-
creasingly complex functionalities onto a single chip. Recently, a 167-processor
computational platform was prototyped [1]. Along with the system integration,
several major issues challenge the design of on-chip parallel systems. Deep sub-
micron effects (DSM), brought by the feature size shrinking of transistors, will
be more profound with sub-65nm technology, including crosstalk effects, ca-
pacitance coupling and wire inductance. Process, thermal and voltage (PVT)
variations, brought by uncertainties in fabrication and run-time operations, in-
troduce unpredictable performance and errors at every architectural level [2].
Implementation constraints continue to complicate the design process. While
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silicon area still requires optimization, power consumption becomes more crit-
ical along with other physical consideration for instance thermal hotspot. De-
spite these technological and architectural difficulties, the design time is always
expected to be shortened due to the time-to-market pressure.

Facing these design challenges, dynamic monitoring services have been ac-
knowledged as an effective paradigm. It broadly includes many types of op-
erations which dynamically observe, configure and optimize components at
various architectural levels. For on-chip parallel systems, a variety of dynamic
monitoring operations are needed to deal with varying workloads and compo-
nent status. These monitoring operations, performed on different architecture
levels, require specific handling intervals based on their timing constraints.
Common monitoring services will be analyzed in Section 2.1.

Hierarchical agent monitored system, a novel approach to design various mon-
itoring services on a parallel system, was initially proposed in our previous
work [3] and further explained in [4]. Following this design approach, moni-
toring operations are partitioned, based on their granularities, onto hierarchi-
cally organized and distributedly located monitors. The design concentration
of monitoring services is motivated by the orthogonalization of design concerns
[5], which reduces the design complexity and improves design reuse and porta-
bility in similar platforms. The functional partition of monitoring operations
provides scalability for a platform with any number of parallel components.

Interconnection network, the underlying support for monitoring communica-
tion, needs to fulfill the requirements of monitoring operations. Guided by the
concept of QoS (Quality of Service), interconnection alternatives with best-
effort or guaranteed transmission have been explored in previous works [6, 7].
A few of them have discussed the necessity of providing QoS to certain moni-
toring operations [7]. However, most previous works did not differentiate the
large variety of monitoring services by their specific requirements. Driven by
current technology trend, the design of interconnection networks including the
realization of QoS needs to consider the emerging considerations. Power and
energy efficiency, in particular, has become one of the most important con-
cerns [8, 9], since the power density is increasing much faster than the battery
and cooling capacity.

This paper analyzes the features of various types of monitoring services in
the hierarchical agent monitored platform, and outlines the interconnection
requirements to support these features. Several interconnection alternatives,
including best-effort architecture, TDMA-based approach and physically sep-
arate networks are discussed and experimented with diverse settings. The sim-
ulation is performed with 65nm power and area parameters on an 8∗8 on-chip
network platform. From these theoretical and quantitative analysis, preferable
interconnection alternative under current technology trend is identified.
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The rest of the paper is outlined as follows: Section 2 presents the hierarchical
agent monitoring approach and analyzes the features of various monitoring
services. Section 3 examines the interconnection requirements to accommo-
date monitoring communication of different features on the hierarchical agent
monitored system, and discusses four interconnection architectures in a theo-
retic manner. Section 4 presents quantitative evaluation of these alternatives
focusing on communication latency, energy and area overhead. Section 5 con-
cludes the paper and discusses the on-going work.

2 Hierarchical Agent Monitored System-on-Chip

Monitoring services are needed to provide system tracing and adjustment at
each architectural level. For parallel on-chip systems, hierarchical monitoring
agents are proposed to perform all types of monitoring operations. Here we
will first examine typical monitoring services in SoCs (Section 2.1), and then
present the novel hierarchical agent framework (Section 2.2) .

2.1 Monitoring Services for On-Chip Systems

Many types of monitoring operations, from system-level to circuit-level, have
been proposed. They are required for resource management, fault-tolerance,
and adjustment of specific run-time parameters.

Application mapping and network configuration are system-level management,
which can be performed at run-time given changing application scenarios and
system performance. Properly mapping instruction flows onto resources is an
effective method to improve performance. For instance, [10] presents efficient
algorithms to map processes onto NoC nodes with minimal expected energy
consumption under performance constraints. This type of monitoring service
is a coarse-grained operation, and performed infrequently while incurring sig-
nificant amount of reconfiguration overhead. There also exist methods of fine-
grained application mapping, which configure a small number of resources to
realize a relatively simple processing task. For example, 9 processors can be
utilized to realize an JPEG encoder on the 36-processor ASAP chip [11].

Another generic category of monitoring services is fault tolerance, which can be
coarse or fine-grained. In a dual or multi-core platform, the failure of a process-
ing core is a coarse-grained error. With the parallelization of on-chip resources,
the fault management for a single core or even a communication channel be-
comes a fine-grained monitoring operation. For instance, [12] describes using
spare wires with local reconfiguration circuitry to deal with permanent er-
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rors in individual communication channels, and the fine-grained monitoring
method incurs small area and power overhead.

Moreover, run-time optimization of specific parameters is another category
of monitoring services widely adopted, for instance thermal management and
power optimization. Thermal management is usually a coarse-grained opera-
tion but based on different thermal conditions specific requirements may be
incurred. For instance, the prospect of a thermal breakdown requires an urgent
monitoring operation, while normal thermal optimization is a comparatively
slow process. In [13], the thermal reconfiguration interval is set as 167µs (hun-
dreds of thousands of cycles for operating frequency in GHz domain). Power
monitoring is more common for embedded systems. Dynamic voltage and fre-
quency scaling (DVFS), as an effective measure to reduce run-time power
consumption, has been applied in different granularities. Global-wise or per-
cluster DVFS is a conventional technique, but considered inefficient for certain
spatially varying traffic patterns [14]. Fine-grained per-core DVFS has been
proposed with fast voltage switching and low overhead, for instance [14] uses
voltage transition period around 100ns. Power-gating, which turns off certain
components to reduce the static power consumption, is an important tech-
nique for parallel systems. Power-gating can be applied in a coarse-grained
manner if a large portion of resources are not active for a period of time.
It can also be applied to fine-grained circuits with less timing penalty. For
instance, [15] presents on/off channels for interconnection networks, and the
transition delay as low as 10-100 cycles was considered in the experiment.

Monitoring services, as a stand-alone concept, have been preliminarily stud-
ied in few previous works. The work in [16] focuses on the monitoring ser-
vices for coarse-grained configuration and debugging operations. The config-
uration flow exemplified contains the messages for setting connections, which
is an important yet very small part of the potential monitoring traffics on a
general-purpose platform. Two other pioneering works [17, 18] discuss run-
time monitoring services targeting NoC-based platform. These works focus on
functional analysis of the monitoring traffic and the modification of the design
flow with area overhead examined. However, new considerations, for instance
power efficiency of monitoring operations and reconfigurability, have rarely
been addressed in existing works.

2.2 Hierarchical Agent Monitoring Services

A scalable approach, hierarchical agent monitoring (Fig. 1), is proposed to
design run-time monitoring services for parallel on-chip systems. An agent is
an embedded module, which traces necessary information and correspondingly
configures the assigned components dynamically (Fig.2). The required infor-
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mation may include the status of the assigned components, the messages sent
by other agents, and the environment status if relevant to the performance of
the monitored components. The monitoring hierarchy is designed based on a
hierarchical view of parallel on-chip systems. Such a system commonly con-
sists of a pool of components connected by communication interconnections.
A fine-grained component, either a processing unit or a communication com-
ponent, is identified as a cell. A group of cells can be dynamically configured
into a cluster, a relatively coarse-grained unit of resources. A cluster may be
assigned for a specific subtask in the application. The whole platform consists
of a number of dynamically assigned and configured clusters, as well as the
remaining cells which are either spares or broken components.

Hierarchical agents provide monitoring services of various functionalities (Ta-
ble 1) on each structural level (Fig. 3).

Application agent specifies the application requirements, functional or non-
functional, for instance the expected speedup and the affordable peak power,
to the platform agent. The platform agent configures coarse-grained global-
wise parameters, for instance the network topology and universal switching
and routing techniques. It observes the platform performance, for instance the
total power consumption of the platform and the average latency of all traffic
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Table 1
Major Monitoring Services on Hierarchical Agent Monitored SoCs

Category Details Granularity Monitoring
Level

Generic
Timing
Feature

Configuration application
mapping &
network

configuration

coarse platform
agent, cluster

agent

slow

fine cluster agent,
cell agent

normal

Fault
tolerance

fault
management
of resources

coarse platform
agent, cluster

agent

urgent/
fast

fine cluster agent,
cell agent

fast

fault
management
of agents

coarse platform
agent, cluster

agent

urgent/
fast

fine cluster agent,
cell agent

fast

Thermal
Management

thermal
breakdown
avoidance

coarse all agents urgent

normal
thermal

optimization

coarse all agents normal

Power
Optimization

DVFS,
Power gating,

etc..

coarse platform
agent,

cluster agent

slow

fine cell agent normal/
fast

flows. The cluster agent is assigned with finer-grained monitoring operations
within a cluster. For instance, the voltage and frequency of a certain cluster
can be set specifically in case the program running on the cluster requires a
faster/slower processing speed. The cluster agent observes the performance
within a cluster, for instance the thermal hotspot and the traffic congestion.
The lowest level cell agent provides fine-grained local monitoring. Common
operations include error detection and power gating.

Besides performance optimization, hierarchical fault-tolerance is also provided.
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Figure 3. Hierarchical Agent Monitoring Services

Each level of agent monitors the failure of local components and attempts to fix
the error itself. If the errors cannot be fixed by the local agent, the errors will be
reported to the higher level agent. For instance, transient transmission errors
can be fixed by retransmission handled by a monitor on the communication
channel [12]. However if whole cells suffer from permanent errors, the high-
level topology and routing algorithm may need to be reconfigured [19], which
belongs to the responsibility of the platform agent.

The agents themselves are also victims of errors. The failure of agents makes
the corresponding components non-observable. The failure of the platform
agent or a cluster agent significantly influence the system operation consider-
ing the amount of resources it is in charge of. This failure needs to be immedi-
ately detected and handled. The cell agent failure, though being less critical,
still requires fast handling as the local data processing and communication
are seriously influenced with unpredictable state. To deal with agent errors,
higher level agent regularly checks the status of lower level agent. When one
agent fails, there can be various mechanisms to ensure proper running of the
application. One alternative is to incorporate backup agents, especially on
the level of application and platform agent, where catastrophic consequences
may happen in case of agent failure. Another alternative is to dynamically
assign resources to a healthy agent. The detailed discussion of fault-tolerance
in hierarchical agent monitored platform is beyond the scope of this paper.
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3 Interconnection Architectures for Hierarchical Monitoring Com-
munication

Interconnection architectures require careful analysis to support hierarchical
monitoring communication. The study is driven by the general concept of
quality-of-service in on-chip communication (Section 3.1), where monitoring
communication is treated as a prioritized traffic class over data traffic. We
will examine the requirements for this type of traffic class (Section 3.2), and
present several potential interconnection architectures (Section 3.3).

3.1 Quality of Service for On-chip Communication

Quality of service (QoS), in terms of network communication, refers to the
methods of providing the required performance to specific network clients, for
instance a type of traffic [20]. There are generically two types of QoS services,
best-effort and guaranteed communication. Best-effort service, which provides
no special treatment to individual traffic classes, has the lowest design com-
plexity, while being not able to offer predictable and guaranteed performance.
Guaranteed services, on the other hand, ensure certain metrics of performance
for a specific traffic class, for instance guaranteed bandwidth or bounded la-
tency. Usually the provision of guaranteed services requires the constraints on
the traffic itself, for example an upper boundary on the maximal traffic load.

There exist various methods to provide guaranteed QoS in on-chip communica-
tion. TDMA, CDMA (code division multiple access) and physically separate
networks are three widely-used techniques. TDMA reserves time slots for a
specific traffic class, usually combined with buffer space reservation [21]. It
requires modification of the switching fabrics [22] to offer virtual channel arbi-
tration. CDMA method decouples traffic classes by using orthogonal spreading
codes. Code generators and demodulators [23] are needed in transmitters and
receivers respectively. Physically separate networks, instead of using virtual
channels, decouple traffic classes by using dedicated links. Silicon area is sacri-
ficed for simpler switching and arbitration. For instance the TILE64 processor
incorporates 5 physically separate networks for different types of traffics [24].

Monitoring communication is a special traffic class to enable monitoring oper-
ations. Monitoring services, as used to trace and adjust system status in case
of failure and performance modification (Table 1), are performed constantly
during application execution. Thus, the monitoring communication needs to
be treated with guaranteed services, decoupled from the data traffic. Sev-
eral previous works have addressed the issues of QoS for certain monitoring
communication flows. The work in [7] identifies signaling traffic along with
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Table 2
Priorities of Monitoring Communication of Different Timing Features

Service
Type

(Timing
feature)

1st Priority 2nd
Priority

3rd
Priority

Urgent extremely fast connection energy
efficiency

area
overhead

fast/normal predictable and guaranteed latency energy
efficiency

area
overhead

slow energy efficiency predictable
latency

area
overhead

3 types of data traffics. The signaling traffic it considers covers urgent mes-
sages which should have the highest priority and very fast connection. Routing
and switching microarchitectures to provide guaranteed transmission targeting
asynchronous systems are studied in [21], though some analysis is applicable
to synchronous systems as well. In the context of hierarchical monitoring ser-
vices, various types of communication may be transmitted on different level
of interconnection. Thus the differentiating these types is necessary and also
beneficial since tailored configurations can be applied.

3.2 Requirements for Hierarchical Monitoring Communication

A general-purpose platform is expected to experience various types of monitor-
ing services. Each of these services have requirements with different priorities
based on their performance features. Table 2 specifies the priorities of each
service type characterized by its timing features (details of these services can
be found in Table 1). Based on these priorities, several requirements on the
interconnection architectures can be identified.

• Predictable and Guaranteed Latency

Urgent messages requires guaranteed low latency, and other monitoring com-
munication flows also need predictable latencies. Since the data traffic is dif-
ficult to be bounded in all temporal periods for any potential application, the
latency of monitoring communication needs to be decoupled from that of data
traffic. Reservation of bandwidth is an effective method to achieve predictable
and guaranteed average latency. Strictly speaking, additional arbitration is
needed to theoretically guarantee the maximum latency of an individual mes-
sage. Though when assuming a fair switching arbitration, before the network
saturates, the likelihood of a significantly delayed message is small. For ex-
ample, [7] studies the delay of 99%-99.9% of the packets. For very urgent and
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critical messages, extra arbitration may still be needed. This issue will be
studied in our future work, and here we use guaranteed bandwidth to provide
predictable and bounded average latency with the assumption that the mon-
itoring communication never saturates the maximum bandwidth allocated to
it.

• High Energy Efficiency

Despite the relatively low volume of monitoring traffic compared to common
data traffics, the energy efficiency is still a highly prioritized requirement.
With more fine-grained monitoring operations in massively parallel on-chip
systems, the traffic volume is expected to increase significantly. In addition,
the global interconnect consumes considerable amount of power, which will
be incurred by monitoring operations across multiple agent levels. Moreover,
the encoding and transmission manners of monitoring messages influence the
amount of payload of the monitoring traffic [16]. For certain ultra-low-power
applications, for instance sensor networks, the monitoring flow will be the
major source of power consumption when the data traffic becomes very low,
as the monitoring services should not be turned off otherwise the status of the
system will be non-observable.

• Reconfigurability

Considering the different features of various monitoring communication flows,
reconfiguration is needed not only to fulfill the transmission requirements, but
also to achieve lower overhead. For example, for slow monitoring operations,
the interconnection can be configured with low operating frequency to reduce
the power consumption as long as the timing requirement is still met. When
urgent operations appear, the channel should be configured with high speed.

• Affordable Area Overhead

This conventional design constraint is alleviated in current and emerging on-
chip systems, since quite abundant wirings can be provided by the state-of-
the-art multi-layer fabrication process [24]. Nonetheless, the area overhead
should still be made small and affordable.

3.3 Interconnection Alternatives for Hierarchical Monitoring Communica-
tion

Based on the previously outlined requirements, several generic architectures
can be introduced to support the monitoring communication:

• Baseline Best-Effort Interconnection
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When the agent communication is overlapped with data communication with-
out special treatment, this alternative is considered as a best-effort intercon-
nection architecture, used as the baseline for comparison with guaranteed
services.

The baseline architecture suffers from several performance weaknesses. Mon-
itoring communication is coupled with data traffic, which leads to unpre-
dictable latency. When the network faces heavy traffic load, the latency in-
creases significantly and the agent communication will suffer from similar la-
tency increase as the data traffic. In addition, the channels can not be flexibly
configured as the data communication will be influenced as well. The benefit
of the best-effort interconnection alternative is low switching complexity and
reduced area overhead for wiring.

• TDMA-based Interconnection

A conventional manner of guaranteed service is TDMA-based communication.
Timeslots can be reserved for the monitoring communication. The assigned
timeslots can only be utilized for data communication if there is no monitor-
ing communication present in the slot of the switch. Buffers are allocated to
data and monitoring communication separately, in order to decouple the two
traffic classes into virtual channels. TDMA-based connection provides guaran-
teed bandwidth with moderate reconfigurability. The silicon area is increased
compared to the baseline alternative since the switches are more complicated.
More importantly, virtual channeling increases the energy consumption sig-
nificantly for every traversal in the switching fabric.

• Physically Separate Networks

Physically decoupling the agent monitoring communication from data traf-
fic results in physically separate networks. Specific to the hierarchical agent
monitoring framework, two alternatives of physical decoupling are applicable
(Fig. 4(a) and (b)) The first alternative is unified monitoring network (Fig.
4(a)), where all monitoring communications are transmitted on a physically
separate network decoupled from the data communication network. The other
alternative is hierarchical monitoring networks (Fig. 4(b)). In this architecture,
two monitoring networks are decoupled from the data traffic. One of them is
used for communication between cluster and cell agents, and the other one
is dedicated to the communication between cluster agents and the platform
agent.

Physically separate networks significantly reduces the switching and arbi-
tration complexity in the switching fabric, which provides high energy effi-
ciency while costing more wiring overhead. It allows the maximal flexibility
in configuring the networks adaptively based on the monitoring traffics on
different architectural levels. Hierarchical monitoring networks, as a design
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choice based on the hierarchical agent monitoring framework, further decouple
coarse-grained and fine-grained monitoring communication onto two networks.
This method considers the typical differences in the monitoring communica-
tion between the platform/cluster agents, and that between the cluster/cell
agents. As summarized in Table 1, higher-level monitoring communication
between the platform and cluster agents usually concerns coarse-grained con-
figuration with long timing interval, while lower-level communication between
the cluster and cell agents concerns fine-grained configuration with urgent
timing requirements. The separation between these two levels of communica-
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Table 3
Qualitative Comparison of Interconnection Alternatives for Hierarchical Monitoring
Communication

Type of QoS Flexibility
of

Configu-
ration

Latency Energy
Con-
sump-
tion

Area
Overhead

baseline best-effort low dependent
on data
traffic

high lowest

TDMA guaranteed-
service

(reserved
bandwidth &
buffer space)

medium bounded
average
latency

highest low

unified
monitoring
network

guaranteed-
service

(physically
independent
switching)

high bounded
average
latency

low high

hierarchical
monitoring
networks

guaranteed-
service

(physically
independent
switching)

highest bounded
average
latency

lowest highest

tion enables flexible settings for each of them, so that power efficiency can be
maximized while their own timing requirements can be met.

The qualitative features of each presented interconnection alternative are sum-
marized in Table 3, and quantitative evaluation will be presented in Section
4.

4 Quantitative Evaluation on NoC-based Platform

Here we quantitatively evaluate the four interconnection architectures for mon-
itoring communication (Section 3.3) on the NoC platform, which is the most
promising structure for parallel SoC systems. Based on 65nm power model and
NoC microbenchmarks, the communication latency, energy efficiency and area
overhead are examined, leading to the design choice of the most appropriate
interconnection alternative for hierarchical monitoring communication.
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4.1 Interconnection Architectures

The baseline architecture is an 8 ∗ 8 mesh-based NoC (Fig 5(a)). On the mod-
ularized structure, hierarchical agents can be conveniently mapped. A pro-
cessing element with its switch, including necessary interfaces, as well as the
channels starting from the switch, can be identified as a cell. The cell agent
is to be located within the geographic area of the cell, so that the monitor-
ing connection within a cell is local wiring with negligible latency and energy
overhead. A number of cells in the network are dynamically configured into
a cluster, and the cluster agent is hosted by a processing element. The plat-
form agent is performed by a dedicated processor in the network. Best-effort
interconnection uses the existing data channel for monitoring communication
without any prioritized arbitration (Fig. 5(a)).

TDMA-based interconnection architecture uses the same physical network as
the baseline architecture, but one out of three timeslots gives priority to the
monitoring communication. Only when there is no monitoring traffic will the
timeslot be used for data switching. The switches use double sets of buffers
with one set reserved for the monitoring communication (Fig. 5(b)).

The interconnection alternative with unified monitoring network uses two sep-
arate physical networks (Fig. 5(c)), with one network dedicated to the monitor-
ing communication between any level of agents. Thus each node incorporates
two sets of switches.

The alternative with hierarchical monitoring networks incorporates two mon-
itoring networks (Fig. 5(d)). One of them is for monitoring communication
between cell and cluster agents, which is a mesh-based network connecting
the cell and cluster agents on all node. The other is a specialized network
only connecting the cluster and platform agents, dedicated to the high-level
monitoring communication.

The networks use store-and-forward single-flit switching. In the specialized
monitoring network, the routing path is unique because of the limited con-
nectivity. In the fully-connected mesh networks, X-Y routing is used. The
locations of cluster agents and the platform agent for experimental purposes
are illustrated in Fig. 6 considering reasonable geographic symmetry. It should
be noted that the generic comparison between the interconnection architec-
tures is independent from the exact flow control algorithm and locations of
agents.
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4.2 Power Estimation

Power estimation of on-chip communication is enabled by Cadence simulation
and external Orion 2.0 tool [25]. We modeled the inter-switch links in Cadence
Spectre using 65nm STMicroelectronics technology, and simulated the maxi-
mal switching frequencies within a range of supply voltages (Fig. 7). To enable
tradeoff analysis of different network settings, one high voltage/frequency pair
(6GHz, 1.0V) and a low voltage/frequency pair (2GHz, 0.5V) are extracted,
with the voltage values slightly higher than the minimal figures in the curve
to give proper design slack. It should be noted that the pairs are chosen for
experimental purposes, and in practice, the voltage and frequency should be
configured based on the specific platform and application requirements.

Given the two pairs of voltage and frequency settings, the energy consump-
tion of the interconnection components can be estimated by Orion 2.0. This
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Table 4
Experimental Traffic Traces

Index Traffic Pattern Trace Detail

T0 uniform uniform destination, low traffic

T1 uniform uniform destination, high traffic

T2 locality locality destination,
the region in (0,3,0,2) has high

traffic

T3 hotspot 70% of packets are destined to the
region (0,3,0,2)

tool provides accurate system-level calculation of power consumption for on-
chip switches and links, by using detailed modeling equations and technology
parameters [25]. With supply voltage and working frequency specified, the en-
ergy consumed by flits traversing the interconnection can be estimated. Each
switch is modeled with the input-buffered structure (Fig. 5(b)), with matrix
crossbar and register-type buffers. Each link is 1mm long, as intermediate
wirings. For TDMA-based connection, two virtual channels are integrated.
The monitoring networks are assumed as 8-bit wide. Other parameters are set
as default values in Orion tool, using 65nm technology.

4.3 Synthetic Traffic Patterns

NoC microbenchmarks characterize traffic patterns potentially experienced in
on-chip networks, and are suitable for early-stage architectural explorations
of interconnection design [26, 27]. To evaluate the presented interconnection
alternatives, four traffic traces generated from NoC microbenchmarks [27] are
used in the experiments, categorized into three types of traffic patterns: uni-
form, locality and hotspot (Table 4).

Uniform traffic pattern assumes that every node has the same probability to
be the transmission destination. T0 and T1 are both uniform traffics though
with different amount of traffics, in order to evaluate the influence of temporal
traffic variation.

Locality pattern models the network traffic where adjacent nodes have higher
probability of mutual transmission. The pattern is modeled by Eq. 1, where
P (d) is the probability of transmission destined to a node with the distance of
d. A(D) is the normalizing factor that makes sure the probabilities sum up to
1. D is the maximum distance in the network. Existing network mapping algo-
rithms, for instance [10], locate heavily communicating processes onto nearby
processing units, so that the total energy consumption can be minimized be-
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cause of shorter communication distances. With such mapping algorithms,
locality traffic traces are likely to appear in the network.

P (d) = 1/(A(D) ∗ 2d) (1)

A(D) =
D∑
d=1

(1/2d)

Hotspot pattern assigns a high transmission probability to certain regions of
the network. Such pattern of communication is likely to appear when certain
processors are major data consumers in a parallel computing platform. Eq. 2
and Eq. 3 model the probabilities of a node in the hotspot region and other
region as the transmission destination respectively. ρ is the fraction of the
traffic targeted to the hotspot region. Nhotspot is the number of nodes in the
hotspot region. Nnetwork is the total number of nodes in the network.

P (hotspot) = ρ/Nhotspot (2)

P (other) = (1− ρ)/(Nnetwork −Nhotspot) (3)

4.4 Simulation Results

To comprehensively analyze the features of the four interconnection alterna-
tives, seven settings (Table 5) are simulated running each of the four network
traces (Table 4). In Table 5, “HP” stands for the high voltage/frequency pair,
and “LP” stands for the low voltage/frequency pair (Section 4.2). The 1st
monitoring network refers to the mesh network for monitoring communica-
tion between the cell and cluster agents, and the 2nd monitoring network
refers to the specialized network for monitoring communication between the
cluster and platform agents (Section 4.1).

Average transmission per-flit latency of each trace (Table 4) under the seven
network settings (Table 5) is summarized in Fig. 8. The latency of monitor-
ing communication between cell and cluster agents is measured in the area
with highest data traffic, for traces with spatial variation (T2 and T3). The
values are normalized with the lowest latency measured in the experiments,
so that they can be compared across different traffic traces. We can observe
that the monitoring communication latency is heavily influenced by the data
traffic in the baseline architecture (S0), as the latencies are large in heavy
data traffic (for instance T1 and T3) while reasonably small in light data traf-
fic (T0). In TDMA-based interconnection (S1), the latency is relatively high
but not dependent on the data traffic pattern. The latencies for the two types
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Figure 8. Normalized Transmission Latency of Monitoring Communication in Dif-
ferent Network Settings
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Table 5
Experimental Network Settings

Index Architecture Power Supply

S0 Baseline HP

S1 TDMA HP

S2 Unified
Monitoring
Network

HP for data network
HP for monitoring network

S3 Unified
Monitoring
Network

HP for data network
LP for monitoring network

S4 Hierarchical
Monitoring
Networks

HP for data network
HP for the 1st monitoring network
HP for the 2nd monitoring network

S5 Hierarchical
Monitoring
Networks

HP for data network
HP for the 1st monitoring network
LP for the 2nd monitoring network

S6 Hierarchical
Monitoring
Networks

HP for data network
LP for the 1st monitoring network
LP for the 2nd monitoring network

of monitoring communication remain constant in each traffic trace since the
bandwidth is ensured. Unified and hierarchical monitoring networks (S2-S6)
provide low-latency transmission for the monitoring communication, as be-
ing decoupled from the data traffic. In particular, in hierarchical monitoring
networks, the transmission latency can be set specifically to the requirements
of each level of monitoring communication. For example, if the monitoring
communication between the cell and cluster agents requires fast connection,
while the higher level communication between the cluster and platform agents
allows for longer delay, setting S5 can be configured.

Average per-flit energy consumption of each network setting is summarized
in Fig. 9. The measurement of energy consumption is not influenced by the
traffic patterns since the number of transmission hops is the same (as we use
minimal routing). The values are normalized with the that of the most energy
consuming setting for the specific level of monitoring communication. We can
observe from Fig. 9 that TDMA-based interconnection consumes the highest
energy, while unified and hierarchical monitoring networks provide significant
benefits in energy efficiency. Such improvement originates from the difference
in energy consumption of flits traversing each type of routers (Fig. 10). Hi-
erarchical monitoring networks, in particular, considerably reduce the energy
consumption of the communication between cluster and platform agents, since
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Cluster Agents
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(b) Monitoring Communication Between Cluster
and Platform Agents

Figure 9. Normalized Energy Consumption of Monitoring Communication in Dif-
ferent Network Settings

the specialized network uses low-degree crossbars (Fig. 5 (d)), which consume
the lowest energy (Fig. 10). In addition, hierarchical monitoring networks al-
low configurable tradeoff on the two levels of monitoring communication. For
example, if the coarse-grained monitoring service on clusters issued by the
platform agent is latency-tolerant, the monitoring communication between
platform and cluster agents can be set with low power configuration while
leaving the low level monitoring communication with fast connection (S5).

The area estimation of each network architecture is summarized in Table 6.
The area of each network component is obtained from Orion 2.0. The data
network uses 32-bit wide (per-direction) links, and monitoring channels in
physically separate networks use 8-bit wide (per-direction) links, as the mon-
itoring communication is typically lower in volume than the major data flow.
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Figure 10. Normalized Energy Consumption of Flits Traversing Different Routers
(obtained from Orion 2.0)

Table 6
Area Estimation for Each Interconnection Architecture (8 ∗ 8 mesh)

Architecture Switches
(mm2)

Wires
(mm2)

Total
(mm2)

% of
a chip area
275mm2

(TeraFLOPS)

Baseline 7.2 4.5 11.7 4.3%

TDM 7.4 4.5 11.9 4.3%

Unified
Monitoring
Network

7.7 5.6 13.3 4.8%

Hierarchical
Monitoring
Networks

7.7 5.7 13.4 4.9%

4.5 Quantitative Experiment Analysis

The experiments validate the benefits and issues of each interconnection alter-
native as theoretically reasoned in Section 3.3. In baseline architecture with
best-effort service, the monitoring communication suffers from large latency
in heavy data traffic caused by temporal and spatial variations. The benefit of
the baseline architecture is smaller silicon area. TDMA-based interconnection
incurs the most energy consumption, while keeping a constant latency in any
type of traffic pattern with reserved bandwidth for the monitoring communi-
cation. Physically separate networks, in general, have higher energy efficiency
with simpler switching process. The latency of monitoring communication is
independent of the data traffic, and adjustable by configuring different network
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frequencies.

In particular, hierarchical monitoring networks are demonstrated as the most
suitable architecture on the hierarchical agent monitored platform. In terms
of transmission latency, this alternative can achieve as high as 79% latency
reduction for the monitoring communication between cell and cluster agents
(in trace T1) and 74% reduction for the higher level monitoring communica-
tion (in trace T3), when configured in high power setting (S4), compared to
the baseline architecture. In terms of energy efficiency, hierarchical monitor-
ing networks reduce the average energy consumption significantly compared to
the TDMA-based network. When configured in low power setting (S6), the en-
ergy reduction is 68% and 84% for the two levels of monitoring communication
respectively. The energy reduction is more profound for the high level monitor-
ing communication since the specialized network with dedicated connections
between platform and cluster agents integrate low-degree switches. Moreover,
hierarchical monitoring networks allow flexible configuration on each level of
monitoring communication (S4-S6). Given different requirements of monitor-
ing flows of various granularities (Table 1), such flexible settings are needed
to support multiple monitoring services on the platform. The area overhead of
separate monitoring networks (Table 6) is moderate considering the constant
technology progress in multi-layer chip fabrication.

5 Conclusion

This article presented a system-level analysis of the interconnection archi-
tectures suitable for a novel design platform. Hierarchical agent monitored
System-on-Chip provides a scalable solution to the design of massively par-
allel on-chip systems with variability and adaptivity. Proper interconnection
architectures are needed to support the monitoring communication, which is
prioritized over data traffics and requires guaranteed transmission.

We first presented the hierarchical agent monitoring approach, focusing on
various monitoring operations with different functions, granularities and tim-
ing features. These monitoring operations are assigned to specific levels of
agents, which result in hierarchical monitoring communication in the system.
We analyzed the priorities of the communication flows, and outlined the re-
quirements of suitable interconnection to support the monitoring communica-
tion. Based on these requirements, we examined several generic architectures,
both theoretically and quantitatively, in terms of the transmission latency, en-
ergy efficiency and area overhead. The quantitative experiments were built on
an 8*8 mesh-based network-on-chip platform, with power estimation enabled
by Cadence simulation and Orion 2.0 tool.
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From the study, we found that physically separate networks provide flexible
and energy-efficient transmission for monitoring communication, with guaran-
teed latency independent of data traffic conditions. In particular, hierarchical
monitoring networks are the most appropriate solution on the platform with
hierarchical agents. As this article addresses generic discussion of intercon-
nection architectures, we are currently working on specific applications and
systems. After mapping these applications onto hierarchical agent monitored
platforms, we can examine the presented architectures with case-dependent
results.
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